Checkmate to Chaos
The Decline of the West, by David
Caute (Macmillan,
616 pp. $7.95),
concerns the vicissitudes of an infant
African nation that resembles in its
struggles Algeria and the
Congo.
Charles R. Larson teaches
English
and African Studies at the American
University in Washington,
D.C.
By CHARLES R. LARSON

T

HE TIME is the end of the seventh
week of the first year of independence. The place is Coppernica, a foimer
French colony in Central Africa, rich in
mineral wealth. The people are twelve
million Africans, half a million whites,
and a handful of international financiers
about to manipulate a coup to overthrow the young, inexperienced government. These are the ingredients of David
Caute's third novel, The Decline of the
West.
Caute's title is from Oswald Spengler's
historical treatise, Der Untergang des
Ahendlandes (The Decline of the West).
Imperialism, Spengler wrote, "is to be
taken as a typical symbol of the end . . .
something demonic and huge which

grips, forces into service and consumes
the late mankind of the world-city stage,
whether it wills it or not, whether it
knows it or not." Coppernica's government knows it but is able to do little
about it. The mines account for 72 per
cent of the nation's yearly revenue, and
the profits are controlled only marginally
by the Africans. French and AngloAmerican business interests are so
strongly dominated by a few ruthless
businessmen that the coup which results
resembles an international chess contest
with Africans as the set pieces and Western pressure groups as the players. At
the end of the competition all the gambits have been played, most of the competitors have lost, and the country is in
its worst political chaos.
Caute's characters are vividly drawn,
fully delineated personalities. They fall
into several distinct groups. First, the
industrialists: There is the Englishman
Soames Tufton, who hasn't been able
to adjust to Coppernica's independent
status. "The bridge between black and
white has got to be green, the color of
dollar bills," he tells Chester Silk, his
brother-in-law. Silk is the American
ambassador to Coppernica, and he and
Tufton own most of the stock in Amcol,
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"Here's the pitch, Jenkins. You start out
tvith nothing but one of our credit cards."
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the country's second largest copper company. Tufton and Silk are pitted against
Frenchman Aristide Plon, who runs the
Union de Coppernica, the country's biggest mining concern. Plon has the armed
forces behind him, "the French officers
who had stayed on after independence—
at his beck and call." And Plon and Tufton have Andre Laval, the sadistic commandant of the special mercenary forces,
to carry out the coup which will replace
Coppernica's young government with
pro-European sympathizers .
As human beings the Africans come
off considerably better; the reader sympathizes with them from the beginning.
There is Raymond Tukhomada, the
charismatic prime minister who as a
youth was educated by a French priest
until the clergyman thought he was asking too many questions. Then there is
Tukhomada's minister of the interior.
Amah Odouma, educated in France, the
intellectual whose younger sister Andre
Laval tortured to death in the days of
fighting which preceded independence.
And there is Fernand Ybele, the rapacious leader of the opposition party and
puppet of the industrialists.
Alongside these characters are several
others upon whom much of Caute's story
depends: Powell Bailey, the Negro diplomat and assistant to Ambassador Silk;
Jason, Bailey's son, hopelessly in love
with Zoe, the ambassador's daughter;
and James Caffrey, Tufton's disciple, the
thwarted intellectual, pulled into international politics and a career of action.
1 hese and others fit into Caute's political
parable of bribery and corruption, revolution and death—man's fate.
The Decline of the West comes at a
time when many emergent African countries have been forced to re-evaluate
their political systems. Coppernica might
be any of a dozen of these nations. In
its pre-independent stage it resembles
Algeria; after independence it bears an
uncanny similarity to the Congo: "In
large areas of the country the Government's writ had already ceased to run.
Ybele's attitude encouraged one tribal
chief after another to proclaim breakaway, separatist governments in the
provinces." After the coup, "Coppernican politics resembled more than ever
a Chicago gang war, and the identity
of the Al Capone was less than ever in
doubt."
In a larger sense. The Decline of the
West is a big, ambitious novel stretched
over three continents, embracing an international cultural confrontation that
rises above the petty neuroses of inner
life we have seen chronicled so meticulously in much of contemporary fiction.
And in this context the author resembles
Andre Malraux, of whom Caute wrote
in his book Communism and the French
Intellectuals: "When, in 1935, sixty-four
French intellectuals defended Musso-
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lini's Abyssinian adventure in the name
of Western values and Latin civilization,
Malraux . . . replied that the West had
not been a valid power- or value-concept
for many years past." The quotation is
applicable to Caute's ugly picture of international force in The Decline of the
West. Like Malraux's, Caute's expatriates find themselves in a world of extreme political upheaval, in a foreign
climate diametrically opposed to Western political life, in a world they strip
of human dignity and fraternity. Such
are Caute's cosmopolites—citizens of the
world, but citizens of nowhere. Coup
and counter coup, revolution, guerrilla
warfare, violence and torture—all have
ramifications beyond the individual and
his country. The disasters of world
events belong to an endless chain of
which no single culture has a monopoly.
Passages in Caute's novel are as fluid
and alive as anything that has yet been
written about politics in African fiction.
Fleeing the mercenaries. Amah Odouma
looks out the automobile window and recalls the magnitude of African-Western
relations:
The vast continent was heaving with
the effort of childbirth, of self-creation.
And always there was the long, flat,
empty sky, blanketing the blue hills,
the jungles and the neat, plasticine villages, with their fires, their placid,
ribbed cattle and their thin, watchful
boys shrouded in the fine dust of hunger. Amah felt himself burned to dust
by that flat sky which refused to bend
with the earth it blistered black. Here
the soil was barren. Nothing flowered
—not even the mines, the hard shafts,
the pistons of European steel which
penetrated the mineral depths, thrusting down with vertical greed, guided
by steel-hekneted technicians — white
men, calm and arrogant, whose senses
had been sharpened by gain.
This is where Caute's writing is at its
best—when he writes of the rhythm and
heartbeat of contemporary African life,
the dreariness of its villages, the throb
of its cities. The pace diminishes only
occasionally in the extensive flashbacks
set in France, England, and the United
States. It is difficult to keep them as
electrifying as the sections describing
the initial coup and the aftermath of
guerrilla warfare between the white
mercenaries and the African political
factions: these are the chapters which
will undoubtedly make The Decline of
the West an international best-seller.
At the end of the novel an African
country has realized that the problems
of nation-building cannot be learned
overnight: the burden of the white man
continues long after independence. But
David Caute's The Decline of the West
is also a powerful commentary on the
moral commitments the West has long
ignored in Africa.
SR/October 8, 1966

Please let her know
you care....
ESTHELA
RODRIGUEZ,
ECUADORIAN, AGE 8. One of large family. Father
peddler. Mother looks after house and
children. Father earns less than $1.50 a
day. Live in filthy slum in small bamboo
house built over muddy water. Crowded.
Unhealthy. No water. No sewage. Kitchen stove in outside shed. Two
skimpy
meals a day. No milk. Always
hungry.
Children in rags. Struggle to keep Esthela in school. Dreams of becoming a
nurse. Parents sick with worry over
children they cannot feed, clothe, educate. Help to Esthela means help to
whole family.
Thousands of children as needy as Esthela anxiously await "adoption" by you or your group.
You can choose a boy or girl from any of the
countries where Foster Parents' Plan has offices—
Greece, South Korea, Viet Nam, Hong Kong, the
Philippines, Colombia, Ecuador or Peru. Your
child receives $8 a month of your money in cash
as well as blankets, household equipment, clothing, medical care—and education. EVERY PLAN
CHILD OF SCHOOL AGE MUST ATTEND
SCHOOL. Through your help the child will become a productive citizen of his country, a loyal
friend of ours. You receive a case history and
photograph. Every month you write and receive a
letter (original and translation). PLAN's local social workers and our resident American Directors
are always on-the-spot, ready to provide medical
aid, counselling and guidance to your child and his
family. Soon, through the regular letters and progress reports, you and your child develop a warm,
loving relationship. " A d o p t " a child t h e responsible w a y — t h r o u g h Foster P a r e n t s ' Plan.
CHECK YOUR CHARITY ! PLAN never employs professional fund-raisers. We eagerly offer
our financial statement upon request because we
are so proud of the handling of our funds.
PLAN is a non-political, non-profit, non-sectarian, independent relief organization,
approved by the United States Government, registered under No. VFA019 with the
Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid of the Agency for International Development and filed with the National Information Bureau and the National Better Business
Bureau in New York City.
© pogter Parents' Plan, Inc. 1966
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Steve Allen
Sen. Paul H. Douglas
Helen Hayes
Conrad N. Hilton
Sen. Jacob K. Javits
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy
Art Linkletter
Amb. & Mrs.
Henry Cabot Lodge
Garry Moore
Sen. William Proxmire
Dr. Howard A. Rusk
Mr. & Mrs.
Robert W. Sarnoff
Gov. & Mrs.
William W. Scranton
Sen. John G. Tower

FOSTER PARENTS' PLAN, INC.
SR-10-66
352 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010
In Canada: P.O. Box 65, Sta. B, Montreal, Que.
A. I wish to become a Foster Parent ot a needy child for
one year or more. If possible, sex
,
age
nationality
I will pay $15 a month tor one year or more ($180
per year).
Payment will be monthly ( ), quarterly ( ) , semiannually ( ), annually ( ).
I enclose herewith my first payment $
B, I cannot "adopt" a child but I would like to help a
child by contributing $
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Date
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Contributions
are income
deductible.
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FOR
NEWSPAPER
EDITORS
ONLY
Two Special Features
from Saturday Review
T h e c a l t u r a l boom and t h e educational explosion have created thou<
sands of new readers t h r o u g h o u t
America for authoritative, incisive,
comprehensive news and reviews of
all that's new in

Books
&

Music
Saturday Review's syndicated services for newspapers provide exclusive, original reviews, interviews,
personality profiles, news and inside
gossip from tlie worlds of books and
music, authors and composers, publishers and performers for your
readers every week.
Both exclusive services, written and
edited under the supervision of SR
Music Editor, Irving Kolodin, and
distinguished book critic, J o h n Barkh a m , are fully illustrated.
VERY REASONABLE RATES.
TERRITORIAL EXCLUSIVITY.

Inferno Revisited
Attendance
List for a Funeral, by
Alexander Kluge, translated from the
German by Leila Vennewitz
(McGraw-Hill. 203 pp. $4.95), contains
eleven short stories about people under Nazism, in which the official language of the Hitler era
chillingly
conveys its horror. Joseph Bauke is
associate professor of Germanic languages at Columbia
University.
By JOSEPH BAUKE

I

N THE last five or six years German
literature has made the comeback
for which readers in and outside Germany had been waiting since the fall
of the Third Reich. Giinter Grass and
Jakov Lind, above all, have revived a
language that seemed all but dead and
unfit for any artistic purposes, after the
uses to which it was put under Hitler.
In their work these authors descend into
the hell of the past and reflect their
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NOVEL

Taking fifteen works by major novelists, Lorraine Reitano of Hammonton, N. J.,
has perversely substituted related words for their titles; synonyms, antonyms, and
puns are among her camouflages. Can you disentangle the titles and assign the
correct author to each? Solutions and correct titles are given on page 118.

More t h a n 30 satisfied newspapers
now subscribe.
For details, write, wire or telephone

380 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

vision of it in a profusion of surrealistic
images that has compelled the attention
of audiences in many countries. In his
collection of short stories, Attendance
List for a Funeral, Alexander Kluge
demonstrates that there are other ways
of exorcising the evil spirits of an era.
Kluge, born in 1932, was too young
to experience the Nazi years consciously;
but, like many of his generation, he is
profoundly concerned with the sins committed by the fathers. A lawyer by profession, he writes with a precision and
a detachment rather rare in the German
tradition. In these stories about the
paths of people under Nazism there are
no verbal cascades, no intellectual fireworks, no expressionist flights into the
absolute. Instead, we have a prose as
reasoned and as dispassionate as a
lawyer's brief. In one of the stories, a
superb piece about the career of an
academic, Kluge resorts to lengthy footnotes to underscore his quest for the
factual.
Sometimes the tendency to documen-
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14. Irving Stone
15. HeiTnan Wouk
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